**TAKE OFF WITH INTELLIGENT PURCHASING**

*Digitalization changes purchasing processes. Data driven companies achieve the best results.*

Today, companies that use process mining to optimize their purchase-to-pay (P2P) processes are a good step ahead in increasing their competitiveness through cost-cutting and increased efficiency. These companies have instant and continuous access to critical performance information on:

1. Compliancy with agreed policies. For example, are frame agreements utilized for purchase orders?
2. Changes to purchase orders that impact the cost, time or quality of purchased goods and services.
3. Increased costs resulting from prolonged lead times.
4. Level of automation, e.g. degree of three-way matching and reasons for dropping to manual processing.

**Improved P2P performance with QPR ProcessAnalyzer**

Smart, quick-to-install, and easy-to-use, QPR ProcessAnalyzer rapidly studies your operational data and immediately identifies which areas of your P2P processes need special attention. Thanks to the ready-made QPR connectors for the most common ERPs, taking advantage of our P2P solution is as easy as 1-2-3:

- Let QPR ProcessAnalyzer extract and transform your enterprise P2P data into visual, eye-opening process flows with relevant, built-in process analytics.
- Select business-relevant process KPIs with your P2P system experts and business process owners with only a couple of workshops.
- Design and publish compelling dashboards with actual P2P process flows and KPIs.

Enter a fact-based P2P performance management era with the ability to:

**IDENTIFY**

main process exceptions and deviations from your ideal purchase-to-pay process flow — and find root causes of problems that may be costing your business money.

**PINPOINT**

improvement areas with the biggest impact on performance.

**MONITOR**

changes in performance continuously and transparently.
Why should your business use QPR PROCESSANALYZER?

- To see your performance in real time
- To identify the root causes of process inefficiencies
- To quickly locate and fix bottlenecks
- To decrease resource needs and free up working capital
- To track KPIs and their changes over time

Get end-to-end insight and conveniently find the best-paying improvement areas

Get tangible benefits to P2P business processes

**BETTER PROCUREMENT**

- Shorter P2P lead times
- Improved first time right rate

**LOWER BUYING PRICES**

- Better discounts due to shorter payment periods
- Less maverick buying, improved use of frame agreements

**HIGHER INTERNAL EFFICIENCY**

- Fewer POS without purchase requisitions
- Fewer post-PO changes
- Shorter lead times from invoice received to invoice posted
- Increased automatic processing of purchases
- More on-time deliveries
- Better managed vendor base